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    Our first Ethiopian release from the 2016/2017 harvest, this Gera lot comes to us from the Yukuro Cooperative in Western 
Ethiopia. An hour drive northwest of Jimma, a university town and the largest city in southwest Ethiopia, is the town of Agaro. 
Scattered about just outside and around Agaro are washing stations that produce some of the most elegant coffees coming from 
Ethiopia. These coffees possess a striking delicacy and softness.
    Ethiopia is special among coffee producing countries. There is no question about that. It feels, at times, that they simply don’t 
need to try as hard in Ethiopia to produce stunning coffees. Flavors coveted elsewhere (namely floral qualities) present themselves 
elegantly and naturally in Ethiopian coffees. Cooperatives with hundreds of members (seemingly) effortlessly produce focused and 
refined flavors that farmers in Latin America could never hope to replicate. From one perspective it seems obvious: Coffea Arabica 
is native to the southwestern highlands of Ethiopia. This is where the plant was born. This is where the plant naturally thrives. Yet, 
at the same time, it remains completely baffling to our green buying team. Plants are poorly cared for, cherry selection is rarely 
stellar, processing is, at times, dubious… and yet the coffees end up delicious.
    However, while Ethiopia most certainly possesses a je ne sais quoi that is not found anywhere else in the coffee producing world, 
this Gera lot is a reminder that good agricultural practices are a must for any truly stellar coffee.
   The region which produced this lot did not always produce beautiful washed coffees. In fact, prior to 2009 it produced almost 
exclusively very low quality dry processed coffees. In 2009 a non-governmental organization called Technoserve, with funding from 
he Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation came to the area with the hope of helping cooperatives produce stellar coffees, gain good 
market access and thus get high prices for their coffees. The project was quite extensive and not only assigned agronomists, helped 
build washing stations, hired and trained managers to run said washing stations, but even went as far as assigning business advisors 
who helped manage their debt, re-invest in quality improvements at the mill, and verified distribution of income to all members. The 
cooperatives that the Technoserve project set up have thrived and continue to this day to thrive in and around Agaro. Technoserve 
no longer manages the coops, but many of these washing stations remain big names in specialty coffee: Hunda Oil, Nano Challa, 
Duromina and also Yukuro, the washing station that produced this lot. These are stunning coffees. Coffees that took a lot of work, 
dedication and training to realize the full potential of.

        IN 
  THE CUP

There is a violet-like florality to the coffees of the Agaro region that is quite different 
than the jasmine qualities of some southern Ethiopian coffees. Bergamot aromatics 
and a watermelon acidity are anchored by a milk chocolate base in this truly beautiful 
coffee.

THE 
TAKEAWAY 

Our first Ethiopian release from the 2016/2017 harvest, this Gera lot comes to us from 
the Agaro region of Western Ethiopia. An hour drive from Jimma, the largest town 
in southwestern Ethiopia, the washing stations scattered around Agaro town produce 
some of the most precious coffees we have ever had the pleasure of drinking.

GERA
 SEASONAL OFFERING

COUNTRY ETHIOPIA

REGION AGARO

ZONE JIMMA

WASHING STATION YUKRO

VARIETAL HEIRLOOM L ANDRACES

PROCESSING WET PROCESSED  

ELEVATION 2,000 MASL


